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UPCOMING EVENTS
May 2nd

Tech Inspection

9:00am

Eksten’s Autoworks
78 Bennington Drive, Rochester, NY 14616
Contact Jim Arendt

May 5th

NRPCA Meeting Rochester

7:00pm

Hawthornes, 3500 East Avenue, Rochester NY
Contact Jim Arendt

May 9th

Porsche Design Eyewear Show

11:00am

Eyesite Opticians Penfield NY
Contact Jim Arendt

May 12th

NRPCA Meeting Buffalo

7:00pm

Rose Garden, 2753 Wehrle Drive, Buffalo NY
Contact Jim Arendt

May 15 - 17th

Zone 1 Concours and Rally
Parsippany, NJ
Contact Botho von Bose

May 16th

Autocross

7:30am

Batavia Motorsports Park
Contact Tony Barbagallo

May 25- 26th

Spring DE

6:00am

Watkins Glen International
Contact Bert Xander

May 29-31

Zone 1 Porsche ClashTech Inspection
Watkins Glen International
Contact Botho von Bose
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Presidents Report
With the 2009 driving season getting under way, the Niagara PCA Event Calendar is chock full of events and activities.
There is something for everyone – social events, autocrosses, driver education events, picnics, swap meets, car shows, fun
runs, rallies, and races. There is something going on every single week from now through October!
Of course, all these events and activities don’t happen by accident. There are many club members who dedicate much
time and effort to make these things happen. If you would like to get involved and help plan or implement any of our club’s
activities, just shoot us an email or give us a call. We would certainly appreciate the assistance.
While our club’s schedule is very full, there does seem to be something missing. It seems to me that one of the fundamental basis for the existence of a car club is to provide a means of education and assistance to our members in the proper
repair and maintenance of our vehicles. Looking at our Event Calendar, there are a very limited number of tech-related
activities scheduled.
According to our recent Membership Survey, 79% of our members would like to participate in wrenching parties, helping
each other repair and maintain our cars. 92% would like to participate in tech sessions. Clearly there is a deep interest in
sharing and obtaining hands-on technical information. The questions therefore become: How do we provide tech assistance, and who will provide it? There is a vast plethora of Porsche knowledge within our membership base; it would be
awesome if we could spread some of that knowledge around.
If you have any suggestions on how we can provide tech assistance to our members, please let me know. I will certainly
provide support however I can.
Have a wonderful and safe driving season!
Jim Arendt
President, Niagara Region PCA

APRIL PCA ANNIVERSARIES
10 YEARS
Robert Apotosh
Eugene Jendras

5 YEARS
Richard Cott
Keith Dabb
David Hartrich

1 YEAR
Jeffrey Birtch
Billy Day
Michael Prescott

New Members
Kevin S. Hrab
Cal Puffer
Robert N. Samuels
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Blast from the Past—Part II
Blast From The Past Part II
Submitted by Al Schuessler
Introduction by Tom Lyons

In the March issue of Flatout, I re-printed the fist few pages of “Niagara News”, the forerunner to Flatout. In
this issue I am re-printing the remaining two pages. As with the fist part, I tried the best I could to retain the intergrity of the original document and to that end I scanned the entire document. The scanning process took it’s toll
and needed to be reworked so the full message could be read. While my scanning and editing craftsmanship
leaves something to be desired, I did capture all the words and sentiments that were written those many years
ago.

I want to thank Al Schuessler for sending me his original April 1964 “Niagara News” newsletter. I hope I have
met his expectations with my reproduction.

Below is the note that Al sent me along with the newsletter.

“Enclosed is a reprint of the April 64 edition of the “Niagara News” which I recently found in an
old file. I was active in the region for a couple of years in 63-64 until marriage, children and a
budget for VW’s intervened until I once again rejoined in 86 following the purchase of our 944.

I thought you might be interested in all or some portion of it for the April 09 edition of Flatout
some 45 years later! There are several interesting and historically significant notes regarding
POAC’s disconnect with Hoffman, first year of the LEI Races from Dunkirk to Nelsons Ledges,
Porsches renaming the old Reutter body works and the pending introduction of the type 901
(911).

Just a closing note, as well to express my appreciation for the fine job the two of you are doing
on Flatout.

Regards,
Al”

Again, I want to thank Al for sending me this newsletter. I hope you enjoy this as much as I did.
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Porsches Drive Us Crazy
HOW OUR PORSCHES DRIVE US CRAZY…PART II
Rich DeAsis

Back in the February issue of Flatout, I wrote an account of how I came upon my current ride, a 2004 996
Speed Yellow GT-3, and it makes me laugh still, about how
the whole experience of a somewhat lengthy process of
getting the car, and going through all the remunerations,
ended making me go nuts about my Porsche. I’m sure we
all have plenty of war stories to trade about how our specific cars drive us crazy but there is a somewhat bittersweet
follow-up to my previous story.

As the first story went, it’s no surprise to anyone who
knows the car, that she’s seen a fair amount of track days.
Towards the end of the previous story, I went on to mention
that since taking possession of the car, that not all has
been a bed of roses. Aside from the normal niggling bits
and pieces that go awry, I will take you back to May of last
year during Niagara Region’s own Memorial Day weekend
DE at the Glen. This is going to be a somewhat unfortunate story of what ended up as a very long process; resolved only after about 10 months of heartache, disappointment, frustration, more frustration, a glimmer of hope, more
frustration….and finally jubilation.

Since the purchase and a somewhat hurried pace to get
my GT-3 track ready within the first week of taking delivery,
she has experience well over 100 track days, and based on
a somewhat semi-scientific method, I figure she’s undergone at least 10K miles in anger out of the total 31K on the
odometer. The car has always performed like she was supposed to for a Porsche and that is; bulletproof! That is…
until she didn’t.

First day of the DE was going well enough. I had put in
two and a half sessions before the track went cold for
lunch. (Editor’s note: I was the last one to ride in Rich’s
car before it blew up. Sorry Rich). Right after the track
went green, I went out with a guest and all seemed normal
on my out lap. I made it all the way through the Boot and
was starting to get things warmed up as I approached the
Heel of the Boot (Turn 8). As I crested the hill coming out of
the Toe, about three quarters of the way down to turn 8, I
made my normal up shift from third into fourth, and as I
engaged fourth, then…..BAM! Actually it was more like
BANG! coming from the back end as the car shuddered.
The whole process still unfolds in slow motion as I checked
my mirrors (cumulus clouds’ worth of white smoke are
pouring out of the backside), check my gauges (apparently,
it’s Christmas! as all the lights come to life… all my needles
going south, quickly and specifically, an ominously glowing

CHECK ENGINE light!), checking to see where
I was going (well into the braking zone…about
to turn in…with absolutely NO POWER). My
first concern was to not get goosed because it
felt as if the
car dislodged an
anchor as it
was about
to take the
turn. The
look on my
passenger’s face
was
Mileage
quite....well,
in hindsight…
priceless.

It quickly became clear that I experienced
catastrophic engine failure. At this point I pull a
boneheaded move. In trying to process what
just happened, I am STILL DRIVING THE LINE!
I must have dumped just about all of 12 quarts
of Elf lubricants all over the track!! As I slowly
nurse the car back to the paddock, it’s clear that
not all is well. Lots and lots of smoke continue
to pour out the back. I limp the car back to my
garage space where she sputters to a stop.
Hey, at least she made it back to the garage
bay! Some consolation L!

My first thought after getting back home was
to take the car to my favorite shop. After a few
discussions with other (more knowledgeable)
Porschefiles, it was decided that we would try
our hand with the dealer, hence Porsche itself.
This is where the disappointment, and all the
heartache and frustration come pouring in.

The warranty situation with my car was iffy
(from my perspective). From the dealer’s and
Porsche’s perspective, my prospects seemed
dim, at best. The previous October, my car’s
warranty (4 years/48,000 miles) expired. My first
and ongoing pressing point with our local dealer
and Porsche was what actually puts wear on a
motor? Is it the passage of time or actual miles
driven? The dealer knowing full well that the car
is stored for the winter.
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Porsches Drive Us Crazy
HOW OUR PORSCHES DRIVE US CRAZY…PART II
Rich DeAsis
Continued from previous page

Long story short, my car sat at the local dealer’s lot between May and end of August, without them actually
“having time” to look at my car. This is where the bad goes
to worse, to comical. Because of warranty “questions” I
kept getting shoved backwards when a “legitimate” warranty problem came in. Fact of the matter is, Holtz House
of Vehicles (Porsche/Audi) does a tremendous job of offering dis-service to their customers.

They care so much about service that they go through
the trouble of calling their customers after a service job has
been performed to “check” on how service was. For the
past three or four times I got this call, I told them of how
horrific my experience was, and they politely tell me
“someone” will look into it. BS!! From all other friends that I
know of, that have had to endure getting “service” from
Holtz, it’s like getting a root canal. Another fact that Holtz
has known all along, is that though they have a very talented Porsche head mechanic, though they have only him
to work on all the Porsches in our area!$#@! This is plain
preposterous, in my opinion.

I went on for a few rounds with Porsche Customer Service itself for some assistance, but that too proved to be
unsuccessful. They were more than polite and courteous
but the final NO came forth in the form of a very nice looking 48+ pound stock of very glossy paper telling me to go
jump in the lake.

can’t begin to tell you how screwed I felt, not
only from my dealer but from Porsche itself. I
understand the circumstances all too clearly.
And, I can go through the details of what Porsche “found” compared to what our local shop
“found” and, guess what? I got left holding the
bag.

Enough heartache. By beginning to late Fall,
the car was in boxed parts and pieces (the engine/tranny, etc., plus the shell of the car itself)
and was hauled out of Holtz. As a parting shot,
I noticed, and reported, a sizable ding that had
appeared on the passenger side door!! Perfect!!
I thought then that this is how you make a bad
experience into a totally HORRENDOUS experience!!

Enough. It’s Springtime in Western NY.
Signs of life abound. More specifically, my ride
is due out of Reiser Technik of Mendon, NY
by end of March. Right out of the shop, my car
goes right on over to Eksten’s Autoworks in
Greece. On the dyno, she pulls like a champ!.
324 rwhp!! Hey! Six more ponies than the year
prior! This is where the jubilation part starts and
keeps on going.

It’s almost been a whole year, but to get the
car back whole is well quite worth the wait. It
should not have been as long but the wait has
proven to be well worth it. Reiser Technik did a
terrific job! I can’t thank Joel and Brad enough
to helping get my car back together. Kudos for
a job well done!!

A couple of take-a ways; Porsche tells me (and it’s in all
the new manuals…that once you take your car to the track,
all warranties are null and void) that their cars are not
meant to be driven on the track!? What NONSENSE! Why
do they (partly) sell it as such? I know (and my Dealer
DAMN WELL KNOWS) that my car was supposed to be
the perfect track car. It was sold to me on that PREMISE!
In very many ways, it is. Did they conveniently forget to tell
me that it throws any warranties out the window?

I am eagerly looking forward to get her back
on to the track as the driving season starts. Evidently, it’s been an inordinately long period of
time to wait, but as we have all come to know
and experience, the best things in life are worth
waiting for. To say that this whole experience
has driven me batty is a mild understatement.
Now that my ride is back, I can only look forward to the upcoming season.

This IS what I’m livid about! Porsche and its dealers are
making a very distinct and different representation of their
products and when time comes for rubber meeting the
road, they poo poo their way out of it. If taking my car to the
track was supposed to void all warranties, then why did the
local dealer perform at least four repairs under warranty
knowing full well that they knew I took the car to the track? I

P.S. I have installed a new “Visual” revlimiter…just in case
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A Belated Easter Story
DOG EATS CAR

(Editor’s note: I ran across this article on the on the
pca.org website in the newsletter editor’s section. I thought
with Easter just past and the fact that I am currently babysitting my daughter’s dog, Hershey. A chocolate Lab, I
thought this might be a
good story to include
this month. Babs and I
are taking Hershey to
Chicago on Saturday,
4/18, so she can be
with my daughter, her
husband and our new
granddaughter Maddie.
I hope you enjoy it as
much as my family
Hershey the chocolate lab
did.).

At the annual Kansas City Region Changing of the Guard
dinner held in January, members who had served in
elected or staff positions for the previous year were recognized for their contribution, and presented with a brand new
Porsche. No, unfortunately not a real one, but a 1/24th
scale model 911 Targa made of Panache chocolate. Solid
chocolate. Being an unrepentant chocolate addict, this was
about as good as it gets. However, the chocolate Porsche
was too nice a trophy to just eat immediately, if at all. The
Targa was produced down to the last detail – body joints,
roll bar, the works. It would have to be admired first, at
least until it started to turn white like all good quality chocolate does with time – then devoured.

When we got home after the evening, the chocolate Targa
was placed, still in its Panache bag, on our high kitchen
counter until such time as a proper holding location could
be determined. There it remained unmolested for over a
week. Now, we have a dog. Sadie is a mixed breed, medium size former pound puppy weighing in at around 33
pounds, now about 7 years old. She is really not big
enough to reach the upper counter even if she wanted to.
Food is not that big a thing for her anyway. She often
leaves significant portions of her dry dog food meals in the
bowl for later (a least until our ancient, decrepit, blind cat
shows some interest, then it becomes very important. Not
to eat necessarily, at least to guard).

Sadie has a friend, Sitka, that we care for during the day
while her owners, who live down the block, go to work,
school, etc. during the day. Sitka is about the same age, a
bit taller than Sadie, and outweighs her by a good 20
pounds. The two dogs pal around all day spending time in

the house and outside in the kennel (termed the
“Dog Palace” by the neighbors), wrestling, and
doing all kinds of other dog stuff. These are the
same two dogs that totaled my daily driver
Honda Civic last year, but that’s another story.
Food is THE thing in Sitka’s life. If she can
reach it, she’ll eat it. You can probably see
where this story is going.

I work at home in a separate structure from the
house. My wife, Jan, had departed for some
shopping leaving the dogs in the house as it
was somewhat cool outside for kennel time.
This is not an unusual situation, especially in
the winter. As time has passed and the dogs
gotten older, sleeping has gotten to be a major
daytime activity. Anyway, we typically put all
the edibles up out of reach. By this time the
Targa had been sitting on the high counter for
quite some time, unnoticed and untouched.
About 10 in the morning, I was on my way
through the house to get something when I noticed a bag under the living room coffee table. It
was the Panache bag. No Porsche. Both dogs
watched me from their sleeping spots with tails
thumping. No response to my demands for the
Targa’s whereabouts. I followed a trail of wrapping paper and ribbon to a spot on the hardwood floor where Sitka likes to take her treats.
There was a faint brown spot there. I returned
to the dogs, still very pleased with themselves,
and pried Sadie’s mouth open. No signs of
chocolate. Sitka was another story. Chocolate
all over her teeth and even on the end of her
nose.
Continued on next page
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A Belated Easter Story Cont
Having always heard that chocolate was not good for dogs
and could do serious harm, I went to the internet and
Googled dogs + chocolate. Talktothevet.com had the information. Chocolate contains a chemical related to caffeine
that is toxic to dogs in high enough quantities. Milk chocolate is the least offensive, bakers chocolate the worst. To
reach toxic levels, 1 ounce of milk chocolate per pound of
dog is required. Bakers chocolate is nearly
10 times worse, 1
ounce to 9 pounds of
dog. It appeared that
the Targa was milk
chocolate. A hunk of
scale Porsche that big
could weigh as much
as 2-1/2 to 3 pounds –
40 to 48 ounces. Sitka
Hershey the chocolate lab
looked like she
weighed somewhere
around 50 pounds, and
she had apparently eaten the entire thing. She was right at
the poisoning borderline.
Further down in the talktothevet.com info was a recommendation to inducing vomiting within 1 to 2 hours if the quantity or type of chocolate ingested was unknown. So off to
the drugstore to get some Ipecac for inducing vomiting.
After a brief discussion with the pharmacist, who did a good
job of not laughing, I headed back to get into the real fun.
Sitka eagerly lapped up the small child dose of Ipecac
mixed with some sugar water. After sniffing up the front
yard, whizzing, and other general dog things for 15 minutes
with nothing happening, she got another dose as directed
on the bottle. I knew she had an iron plated stomach from
what I had seen her eat in the past, but to withstand this for
that duration of time was truly amazing. I have witnessed
what Ipecac will do to people. About 5 minutes into round
2, she abruptly stopped, looked up at me with a “What did
you do to me?” expression, and proceeded to deposit a 2
foot diameter pool of chocolate brown viscous liquid on the
front yard lawn. She spent the rest of the afternoon in the
kennel barfing up her socks. I checked on her every 15
minutes or so the rest of the day and except for the occasional “woofing” appeared to be doing just fine.

After 5 o’clock she was delivered back home to her family
as scheduled with a printout of the chocolate overdose
treatment instructions, a general explanation of the day’s
milestones, and a warning that she may not have completed getting rid of her stomach contents yet. The report
next day was that she had kept her dinner down and was
apparently tired from all the activity and slept through the
night just fine. Tragedy averted, except for the lose of a
really nice chocolate Porsche. On the bright side, at least
the temptation for me to eat it was now gone.

Coming To a Complete Stop
A police officer pulls over a red Porsche after
it runs a stop sign. He walks up to the car door
and says, “Sir, May I see your driver’s license
and registration please?”
The driver says, “What’s the problem, officer?”
“You just ran the stop sign back there at the last
intersection.”
“Oh, come on pal, there wasn’t a car within
miles of me!”
“Nevertheless sir, you are required to come
to a complete stop, look both ways, and proceed with caution.”
“You gotta be kidding me!”
“It’s no joke, sir.”
“Look, I slowed down almost to a complete
stop, saw no one within twenty miles, and proceeded with caution.”
“That’s beside the point, sir. You are supposed to come to a complete stop, and you
didn’t. Now if I may see your license and...”
“You’ve got a lot of time on your hands, pal!
What’s the matter, all the doughnut shops
closed?”
“Sir, I’ll overlook that last comment. Let me
see your license and registration immediately!”
“I will, if you can tell me the difference between slowing down, and coming to a complete
stop.”
The police officer’s had enough and says to
the driver, “Sir, I can do better than that.” He
opens the car door, drags the obnoxious motorist out, and proceeds to methodically beat him
over the head with his nightstick.
“Now sir, would you like me to slow down or
come to a complete stop?”
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Racing with Fran Cosentino
Racing with Fran Cosentino
As told to Tom Lyons

Fran has been campaigning a beautiful ’92 Porsche
Cup Car that was originally raced by current Formula
One racing legend Mika Hakkinen. Mika took first
place in this car at
Monaco and has
raced the car at other
world famous venues
like SPA, Hockenheim and Budapest.
Fran has the original
log book for the car
to document it’s accomplishments in the
hands of Mika.
Mika in Monaco
Fran purchased the car from Germany in 2002. It
has been restored one time in Germany by FVD Brombacher but it was not restored to stock. The first restoration included many
modifications giving
the car 320HP, about
50 HP over stock. In
the fall of 2007, Fran
had the car restored
again. The restoration was done at Advantage Auto by Tom
Florio with the help
of Jeffery Ring and
Fran’s restored car
Joel Reiser. To return the car back to
original, certified
stock condition, everything had to be changed. The
search was on for an original ’92 cup suspension. Out
came the six speed
transmission; back in
went a proper 5
speed. A complete
rebuild of the engine
returned the horsepower to the stock
270HP. The car was
now in showroom
condition for a ’92
911 Cup Car. Also
Pre-race Festivity
part of the stock restoration was retuning
it to the original paint and Tag Heuer graphics from
when Mika raced it.

Since 2002 Fran has raced the car 27
times in such locations as Watkins Glen,
Mosport, Road Atlanta, Birmingham, Daytona, Moroso, Homestead and of course Sebring.

With the
overwhelming
support of
Dan
Deegan
and Alice
Radloff,
Fran has
been racing the car
Dan Deegan checking
in Florida
camera
over the
past 6
months. This involved track support, full
maintenance and repair of the car as well as
4 trips to and from Florida starting in November at Daytona then back in January,
February and March at Sebring. Dan and
Alice traveled the distance each time in their
pickup and trailer.

The Daytona race in November was for
the HSR (Historic Sportscar Racing) races.
In January it was for the PBOC (Porsche
BMW Owners Club) at Sebring. Then, back
to Sebring again in February for the PCA
races where Fran took first in class and one
more time in March for the 12 Hours and
SVRA supporting races.
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Racing with Fran Cosentino
Racing with Fran Cosentino
As told to Tom Lyons

The week of the 12 hours, March 18th through the
21 , the crowd topped out at 165,000 many of whom
stayed for the entire period. Fran was running a one
hour enduro race on Thursday and was to follow with a
½ hour sprint race on Friday. There were 80 cars in
Fran’s group which
was split into two 40
car groups, 40 in Historic and 40 in Vintage.
st

Fran started out
running in the Vintage group and was
running third when
Racing in downpour
he got black flagged.
He would have finished second in that
race because the Corvette that was just ahead of him
developed an oil leak and had to drop out. What a
bummer! The reason
for the black flag was
a bad assignment.
The organizers stuck
Fran in the wrong
group. He should
have been in Historic
group not Vintage.
They admitted it was
their mistake but too
late for Fran to enjoy
Passing a Radical
a second place finish. As his only option he was forced to
change groups and run in Historic. He finished 18th out
of 40, top half for sure, but a let down from the potential second place that
got away from him
because of an administrative error.

second June 12-14 at the HSR historic races
and finally
the weekend after
Labor Day
for SVRA
vintage
races. It
would be
great to
have a
show of
force of
Passing a vintage PorNRPCA
sche
members
on hand to
cheer for one of our own.

Crossing the finish line

Post race, helmet off

Passing a GT3

Fran plans to continue racing his Mika
car and will be at our
local track, Watkins
Glen, for three races
this year, first PCA
“Clash” May 29-31,
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Member Bios
This is the second issue of Flatout that includes a member BIOS. I want to thak those brace soulds I have contacted for allowing us to share a little bit of information about them with other members.

I know you guys enjoy this stuff. Keep that in mind when I come calling on you for your BIOS.

What do you like to do in your Porsche?
Drive them ! Sometimes show them.

Name: Bruce Friedhaber

Wife’s/Husband’s name: Elaine Friedhaber
What is your favorite story/event/incident
involving you and your Porsche? Taking out
the old cars always brings someone who has
some interesting tale.

Years NRPCA Member: Since 1975

Other Family
Members:N/A

Bruce and his cars

What got you
interested in
Porsche? It’s
interesting
mechanicals

When did you get your first Porsche?_I ran a copy
of a Jim Hall Chaparral on the street with 356B brakes,
steering and transaxle. I put in a four cam motor from a
550 spyder. It was light and quick. Pano had an article
about it in 1976. I can still smell the castor oil used in
the engine.

‘64 356C coupe
(Silver

What Porsche
(s) do you
have now? I
have a 1964
356C coupe
(Bali Blue), a
1973 911T
coupe (Bahia
Red) and a
2005 Boxster S

What is the worst thing that has happened to
you and your Porsche? After talking to Chuck
Stoddard about the lifespan of roller bearing
crankshafts, I sold the for cam engine for $1000.
I only paid $400 for it so it seemed like a good
deal. Within a year prices went up to five figures

What
would
you
most like
to do
with
your
Porsche?
Just keep
‘73 911T coupe
driving
them.
This is a
full time job with three cars, but I enjoy it
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Breakfast Run - BMW Club
BMW Club Annual Pancake Run
Art Kriesen

The Inn is in the middle of nowhere but the place
was packed. At least 75 cars overflowing the
parking lot .and one helicopter.

The folks who put on this event must have a direct line
to God in order to have perfect day, sandwiched in
between two awful days, weather wise. It was clear,
cool and the roads were dry.

The group of
about 40 people left the
Avon Park and
Ride lot
promptly at
8:15, just as
advertised. I
had some trouble finding the
Gathering
place because
I read the announcement as meeting at Avon Park, and then rode
to Rt 15. The
mind does
some strange
things as you
approach your
7th decade.

The Cartwright
Maple Tree Inn
Still gathering
is in Angelica,
about an hour
away. The
route started down interstate 390 and then followed
the back roads to the Inn. Nice drive.

Breakfast runners
other makes.

There were no
Porsches, but
not all BMWs
either. There
were three
Minis (sort of a
BMW, I guess)
including my
own, plus an
assortment of

On the road

Into the resturant

Pancakes galore

Art on the right

Since this
is an
annual
event I
would
highly
recommend
attending
next
year.
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Opening Day at WGI
Opening Day at WGI
Tom and Babs Lyons
Photos by Tom Lyons and Sue Reesen

Old man winter reached out of the arctic to give us
one last cold finger in the eye. It was brutal cold at
Eastview Mall as we waited for opening day at Watkins
Glen international participants to arrive. People who
don’t even like coffee were grabbing a cup from Bill
Schicker just to
hold it to keep
their hands
warm. My
hands got so
cold I hand to
ask for help
sorting the
various papers
I had (waivers,
Byrne Dairy
route sheets,
etc.). Several
people from the Buffalo area told us the temperature
there was in the mid 70s so they wore shorts! Well it
was nowhere near the 70s at Eastview. The temp was
in the mid forties and windy. We all were anticipating
better weather south at the Glen. Many had heard it
was or would be warmer there. Was this just wishful
thinking to counter the bitter blast we were feeling or
was there some truth to it? We would find out soon
enough.

The original plan was for Bill to take about half the
group and follow a different and slightly longer route to
Penn Yan where the second group would meet them.
At the time Bill was hoping to leave we only had 15
cars, hardly worth splitting groups. We waited. At
9:45 we had
over 25 cars.
Now splitting
the groups
seemed like a
better idea.
We had a short
drivers meeting
then Bill
headed out on
We took over Aldi’s lot
the route Babs
had mapped
out. The second group led by Babs and myself left at
10:00 on the dot. The intention was the groups would
be far enough apart they would not interfere with each

other. It was a good plan. It just didn’t happen
that way. On our way to Brace road, Bill’s group
came charging up behind us. He turned on route
444 and we headed to Brace road following the
published route. We had some group intermixing
at that point. Further into the trip the two groups
mingled again. It was not clear to me which cars
were in which group any longer so I just plowed
ahead. If I saw a large group of cars behind me I
assumed we were doing OK. I think splitting the
groups had merit but we need a better control
strategy for next time. Bill and I will work that
out.

We did make it to Byrne Dairy in Penn Yan.
In fact some folks beat us there. Good thing they
had the printed route sheet. The mid trip potty
break took longer than I planned. The morning
coffee had caught up to us. Instead of a 15 minute planned break, we left ~1/2 after we arrived.

I always say
that the
ride down
is at least
half the
enjoyment of
the
event.
Who let that Lotus in there ;-)
Babs
outdid
herself
adjusting the route from last year avoiding nasty
bits of road. It is virtually impossible to find a
back road to the track that doesn’t involve either
some very nasty road or a trip through the village
of Watkins Glen. This year we chose the Village.

Continued on next page
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Opening Day at WGI Cont
We finally got to the track at about 12:30. We
signed our WGI waiver then charged toward the
track….until we came to a dead stop just inside the
gate. We spend 15 minutes parked on the hill to the
tunnel wondering what was going on. After breaking
that impasse we moved forward to yet another staging
area and another 20 minute wait. We hadn’t made it to
the garage area yet. The weather we were longing for
was here in a vengeance. The temperature soared to
the mid 80s, a 40 degree swing from the morning.
Absolutely great weather if you have some shade.

The next
event in the
hurry up and
wait was the
changing of the
money. We
paid our
$20.00 for our
Hurry up and wait
three laps and
were shuffled
to yet another staging area on the opposite side of the
garage from previous years. This was at about 1:30.
At 3:30 we were finally allowed on the track. Track
management said they had more than double the number of cars from the previous year. No wonder things
were delayed. They are looking into a two day event
next year with groups and clubs going on one day and
the public on the other. That should help ease some
of the logjam.

The three lap operation had changed from previous
years. Now instead of just our club going out on the
track with a pace car leading, they were mixing the
groups. The various clubs would share their track run
with the public so the overall on track group would be
60 cars. They
also had more
pace cars interspersed
within the run
group. So
much for pushing the pace
car to increase
lap speed. I
Speed is beautiful
would assume
if they follow
through on their plan to have a club day only that
things would revert to the single pace car again. We’ll
check early next year.

Even with the speed restrictions and the delays, the actual track time is still a ball. Unless
you sign up for the DEs, and I suggest you do if
you haven’t done one before, this might be the
only time several of us will get on a race track
this year.

What’s behind you can’t hurt
you

Front straight

Toward the esses
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NRPCA Photo Contest
Jim Arendt

Whether photography is your passion, your hobby, or just an
occasional pastime, we invite you to participate in our Niagara
PCA photo contest, celebrating the beauty, excitement, and
unique character of the Porsche automotive marque.
There will be prizes for the top three photos. Winning photos
and runner-ups will be displayed on the Niagara PCA club’s
website, and possibly published in a 2010 Niagara PCA monthly
calendar! Both amateur and professional photographers are welcome to participate. Photos must be submitted in digital format;
see contest rules for details.
OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
Photo Eligibility
To enter, you must be a current Niagara PCA member. All photos must be taken within the last three years. The photo subject
must be relevant to the Porsche marque, and include a Porsche
vehicle or part thereof.

dent@NiagaraPCA.org. Each entry must be accompanied by the name of the photographer. Entries
must be received between October 1 and October 15,
2009.
Judging
Entries will be judged on the basis of creativity,
photographic quality, and effectiveness in conveying
the beauty, excitement, and/or unique character of
the Porsche marque. A panel will judge the entries
and all contest decisions are final. Entries that fail to
comply with the Official Contest Rules will be disqualified.
Winners
Judges will select the winning photos. Winning
photographs, along with the photographer's name,
will be displayed on the Niagara PCA website and
may be published in a Club’s 2010 monthly calendar. No financial compensation is provided to winners.

Photo Format
Entries must be digital images.
Photographer/Copyright
Entries must be submitted by the original photographer. Do not
submit a photo taken by someone other than yourself. You must
be the sole owner of the copyright of any image submitted. Your
submission of the photo is your guarantee that you are the author
and copyright holder of the photo.
Number of Entries
An individual may submit up to three (3) photos.
Photo Subject Restrictions
Photos must be appropriate for posting on a public website and
for creating a Club calendar. Obscene, provocative or otherwise
questionable content will not be considered. Niagara PCA retains sole discretion as to what constitutes inappropriate content.
Photos containing recognizable people are not eligible.
Ownership/Use Rights
Photographers retain the copyright to their photographs. By entering the contest, photographers agree to have their submitted
photograph displayed on the Niagara PCA website without any
fee or other form of compensation, and agree that Niagara PCA
may display winning photos in a "past winners" photo gallery,
and may make and retain copies of the photograph for archival
purposes. Photographers also agree to allow Niagara PCA to
publish their photo on a Club calendar which may be sold to Club
members. Photos will be credited to the photographer who submitted the entry. By participating in this contest, photographers
agree to these terms and conditions.
How to Enter
Digital photos must be submitted by email to Presi-

Continued on next page
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NRPCA Photo Contest Cont
Continued from previous page

Submitting Digital Images
Digital images should be submitted by email to President@NiagaraPCA.org between October 1 and October 15, 2009.
Images should be formatted to 300 ppi, recommended image size
is 1665 x 1325 pixels. Panoramic and vertical photos are not
eligible. Images must be submitted in JPEG (at high quality)
format. Images must be in natural color. Black and white, sepia
tone, and duotone images are not eligible. Digital images will
not be returned.
Image Modifications:
Minor digital enhancement is permitted, but images that have
been significantly modified or appear unnatural will be disqualified.
Not Permitted:

•
•

No borders or frames may be added to images.

No watermarks, signatures, or copyright notices may be
added to images. All winning images will be displayed with the
photographer's name.

•

Adding or replacing elements in an image is not permitted.
Artistic filters are not permitted.
Permitted Modifications:

• Images may be cropped and rotated as necessary as long as
the rectangular format is maintained and the size is within the
specifications above.
• Images may be resized as long as the aspect ratio is maintained.
•
•

Red-eye removal and spot editing.

One-step enhancement (such as "AutoFix", "QuickFix",
"Auto Levels", etc.)

• Use of filters to sharpen, soften, blur, despeckle, or remove
noise.
•
Use
of corrective functions to improve the natural appearance
of the image, such as levels, contrast, brightness, curves, intensity, tone, hue, saturation, lightness, value, color balance, and
tint.
Additional Terms and Conditions
Niagara PCA is not responsible for computer system, hardware,
software, or program malfunctions or other errors, failures, or
delayed computer transactions or network connections that are
human or technical in nature. Furthermore, Niagara PCA is not
responsible for: (i) lost, misdirected, misplaced, illegible, unintelligible, incomplete, or late entries or (ii) any act, failure to act, or
delay regarding the transmitting or processing of entries. Niagara PCA reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel or

suspend all or any portion of this contest without
notice if factors beyond Niagara PCA’s control,
including technical difficulties, disrupt or corrupt the
fair or secure administration or operation of the contest. Niagara PCA is entitled to interpret these rules
as needed and its decisions are final. Niagara PCA
reserves the right to disqualify any entrant that Niagara PCA has reason to believe is not the original
work of entrant, or does not otherwise meet the contest rules. If a winner is disqualified or determined
to be ineligible, an alternate winner will be selected
using the same judging process/criteria described
above. Alternate winners are subject to all requirements set forth in these Official Rules.
By participating in the contest, you agree to release and hold harmless Niagara PCA and its officers
and members from any and all damages, injuries,
claims, causes of actions, or losses of any kind resulting from your participation in this contest, including infringement of intellectual property rights.
Niagara PCA and its officers and members assume
no responsibility or liability for any damages, injuries, claims, causes of actions, or losses of any kind
arising in whole or in part from this contest.
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Technically Speaking!
Synthetic Oils; Should You Be Using Them?
By: Ken Koop—Yellowstone Region

Do synthetics work better in some cars than others?
Can you change the oil less frequently by using them? Do
they make your engine last longer? Should you be using
them in your car? Are they cost effective? Will they make
the engine seals leak? Most people do not really understand how synthetic oils work or how they benefit an engine. Let’s examine some of these questions to get a better
understanding of synthetic oils.

The precursors to synthetic oil actually began during
World War II and then became even more important for the
aviation industry with the development of jet engines. Synthetic oils are unique in their ability to function very dependably during extreme hot and cold operating temperatures. They also can withstand the rigorous and lengthy
high temperature engine operation (without chemical
breakdown) that a jet engine places on their lubricating
fluids. Because of their extraordinary capacity to reduce
friction and wear on jet engine parts, other applications to
utilize synthetic oils were quickly looked at. Since these
same advantages would obviously be a benefit to the automobile industry, the oil companies began working to bring
synthetics to the automotive market. Early synthetic oil applications for road use were developed as problem solvers.
Engine oil products from Conoco and Mobil were developed for use in equipment on the Alaskan North Slope due
to the extreme cold weather operating conditions. In 1972,
Amsoil introduced their synthetic motor oil for automotive
applications and shortly thereafter, Mobil SHC was
launched for cars in Europe. Mobil SHC went through further development and in 1974 it became the product we
know today as Mobil 1. By the 1990’s, many other oil companies brought their synthetic oils to the marketplace and
sold them along with their conventional petroleum-based
products. Mobil 1 is by far, the largest selling brand of synthetic motor oil on the market today.

fluids. Whereas, synthetic blends typically use
some non-conventional high-performance fluids,
in combination with conventional oil for their
bases. It is the unique chemical formulation of
synthetic oil that allows them to be highly resistant to viscosity breakdown caused by high temperatures, friction and chemical contaminates.
The chemical contaminates that affect a motor
oil’s life are controlled by the detergents that are
added to all oils (both synthetic and conventional). These detergents suspend, absorb or
breakdown the contaminates in the oil and are
one of the main reasons that oil needs to be
changed on a regular basis.

Conventional oils lack the performance of
synthetic oils in the areas of both lowtemperature flow rates (pour points) and hightemperature oxidation stability (flash points).
Conventional motor oil is made up of an inconsistent mixture of long and short chains of carbon and hydrogen atoms. In the extreme heat of
an engine, the short-chain molecules can
evaporate and unstable long-chain molecules
can oxidize and break down. Conventional oils
also contain greater amounts of impurities such
as sulfur, reactive and unstable hydrocarbons
as well as other undesirable contaminates that
cannot be completely removed by the conventional refining process. Mobil 1 uses highperformance fluids including polyalphaolefins,
along with a proprietary system of additives,
which turn the finished oil into a much purer and
homogeneous lubricant.

Conventional oils come from crude oil that is pumped
out of the ground. In an oil refinery, crude oil is separated
into various “fractions”. These fractions become the bases
for lubricating oils and fuels. The part of crude oil that form
the thick tangled masses of carbon chains are used in roofing tars and blacktop for roads. The very short-chain and
ring compounds of carbon are volatile and can be refined to
produce gasoline, diesel, lubricating oil and other products.

All motor oils are composed of (1) base oils and (2) additives (e.g. detergents). In general, fully synthetic motor
oils contain 100% non-conventional, high-performance

Continued on next page
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Technically Speaking!
Should you be using synthetic oils in your car? Well that
depends on the vehicle’s age, mileage and recommendation from the manufacturer. Older vehicles with high mileage tend to have excessive mechanical wear in the engine,
allowing for unwanted internal oil by-pass (burned in the
combustion chamber by passing through the piston rings).
For vehicles with high mileage, it may not be ideal to use
conventional or synthetic oils with lower viscosity ratings
such as 0W-20/30 or 5W-20/30 because they are very thin
and free flowing. The use of these lower viscosity oils could
potentially result in higher internal oil consumption in older
engines. However, the use of synthetic oils in older vehicles without excessive wear is permissible. One concern
that owners of air cooled engines have is the reduction of
Zinc (Z) and Phosphate (P) in the newer (actually all) oil
formulations.

This reduction in Z & P helps to prolong the catalytic
converter’s service life. However, these same compounds
have been instrumental in reducing wear on valve train
components such as cam lobes and valve lifters in older
engines. Using higher viscosity synthetic oils such as 15W50 still retain higher levels of Z & P and are probably still
permissible to be used for air cooled engines. The formulations are continually changing, so it is wise to monitor the
oil that you use for both Z & P levels.

cars (generally 0W-40 and 5W-40 weight oils).
There are a number of reasons for this; the first
is that the car will get better fuel mileage with
lighter weight oils since heavier oils generate
more resistance. Another is that with the use of
newer and lighter weight materials inside the
engine, tolerances are tighter and lighter oils will
flow better between the two materials. With the
development of the Vario-Cam Plus system in
the mid 90’s (which helps to develop more
power and better fuel mileage), it requires the
use of lower viscosity oils to work properly.
Sludge and varnish build-up inside the engine
are all but eliminated with the use of these light
weight synthetics. So there is good reason for
Porsche to be using them. Another commonly
asked question is; will synthetic oil leak out of
my older car’s gaskets or seals? The answer is,
(according to the Exxon Mobil Corp.) “Mobil 1
does not cause leaks. Mobil 1 was tested in
dozens of industry standard and original equipment manufacturers tests to prove its seal performance. It is fully compatible with the elastomeric materials from which all automotive
seals and gaskets are made. If an older engine
is in good condition and does not currently have
oil leaks, then Mobil 1 will provide the same
advantages as when used in a new engine”.

Many automobile manufacturers use full synthetic and
semi-synthetic oils in their engines today. Porsche adds
Mobil 1 at the factory to all of their new cars and only recommends Mobil 1 to be used in their cars since it is one of
the few synthetic oils that are actually fully synthetic (not
just a semi-synthetic blends). Porsche has used Mobil 1
exclusively since the early 90’s, in all of their production
and racing cars. In general, you will find that synthetic lubricants are used when there is a high-performance engine
with tight tolerances; high compression ratios; turbochargers; or high operating temperatures involved. For
those of you that track your cars, especially on hot days,
synthetic oils are much more predictable than conventional
oils and are able to prevent the viscosity of the oil from
breaking down (making synthetics more stable). It is also
important to follow the owner’s manual for the correct motor
oil recommendations regarding viscosity grades (0W-40,
15W-50 etc) to provide proper lubrication and cooling of the
engine parts at all operating temperatures. If you want to
use a synthetic oil and your car is still under warranty,
check with your local dealer before switching to a synthetic
oil to make sure you are able to do so under the warranty
specifications (the last sentence pertains to your nonPorsche automobiles).
Continued on next page
Porsche uses fairly low viscosity ratings for their newer
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Technically Speaking!
The auto manufacturers use synthetic oils for a number
of reasons: (1) They provide better lubrication allowing the
engine to last longer. Synthetics are able to do this because the molecules reduce friction so much better than
conventional oils. They produce less engine wear and provide for greater engine longevity. (2) Synthetic oils give
better fuel economy because there is less friction developed between moving engine parts. (3) Engine start-up
wear is also greatly reduced with 0W-xx or 5W-xx viscosities, because the fluids can be pumped through the oil system easily and get to the parts requiring lubrication quickly
(especially beneficial in cold climates). (4) Synthetics are
highly resistant to viscosity breakdown (the ability of an oil
to flow during all ranges of operating temperatures) from
heat, friction and chemical contaminates. (5) They provide
for longer service intervals (5,000-7,000 miles compared to
3,000 miles for conventional oils). For instance, my Porsche Cayenne has a recommended oil change interval of
20,000 miles with the use of Mobil 1. (6) Because of their
longer service life, they are also better for the environment
since there is less dirty oil that has to be recycled. (7) Synthetics have proven themselves in the most difficult of all
automotive applications—racing. Almost every Porsche
and professional racing team now use synthetic oils exclusively in their race cars.
One of the only arguments for
not using synthetic oils is the cost. They are about two to
three times the price of conventional oils. However, because of their superior lubricating properties, the increase
in cost is more than offset by improving the engine’s performance, lowering the maintenance costs (extending the
oil change interval), being friendlier to the environment,
reducing fuel consumption and increasing the longevity of
the engine itself.

Exxon Mobil Corp. currently makes two different types
of synthetic oils; Mobil 1 and Mobil 1 Extended Performance (good for 15,000 miles between oil change intervals).
Both offer superior lubricating properties for all of our highperformance engines. Another thing you may wish to consider is the lubrication of the car’s non-engine parts (ball
joints for steering, wheel bearings and transmissions). Mobil 1 also offers a full range of synthetic gear lubricants and
synthetic grease that will out-perform conventional lubricants. With the use of these products, you should be able
to keep your Porsche running at its best for a long time.

Tony Frandina is looking for some help. Maybe
one of you Boxster guys has run across this
problem and can offer him a solution.

Tom,

I have a problem that I recently noticed.
Maybe the Flatout readers can help me.

My 2001 Boxster has a Porsche CDR-220
radio with CD capability. I seldom use it. Recently I tried to use it by inserting a CD. It
played for several seconds then abruptly made
a screeching noise as if a needle was sliding
across a record surface. Then the radio immediately shut off I was able to eject the CD.No
damage to the CD. I tried another CD and the
same thing happened. Has anyone experienced
this?

Tony Frandina
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What Did Our Members Say Part III
WHAT DID OUR MEMBERS SAY 3
Suggestions for improving the Goodie Store
1. Never been there. I'll take a look.
2. we do not have an opinon at this time
3. Offer specialized Porsche tooling
4. Didnt know we had one?
5. Not sure how one can purchase items. Again this would be a great item for
6. Can we buy on line? Would like to see more accesory types of things.. Key Chains, watches, stickers, books, etc.
7. Didn't even know about it. See my note on communication above. When I first became a member of Niagara PCA, I
didn't even receive an acknowledgment. Contrast this to Upper Canada Region where my name was published in their
magazine as a new member!
8. How about foldable chairs with logo. dress shirts with logo, windbreakers
9. i don't know about it
10. Allow for internet or phone orders.
11. Not to familiar with store.
12. Inventory available @ all events. Add wider selection. i.e., car care products, hats, books, key fobs, name tags.
13. Don't know about it.
14. Some more unique, high quality items that are not found elsewhere would be compelling.
15. make goodies available online
16. making goodies available through online pourchase might be helpful.
17. Stop the goodie store. I find it annoying. There are more important things to address than putting energy into this
(sorry, Brian, that's how I feel)
18. Haven't seen it.
19. I didn't know we had a goody store.
20. Sorry Jim, didnt know there was a goodie store.
21. Have not used.
22. I had never even looked at it until recently.
23. Improve the selection and ease of purchasing merchandise on demand. Personally I would also prefer smaller, more
tasteful logos on the merchandise. I am proud to belong to PCA and the Niagara Region but I don't wish to wear NRPCA
hats, shirts, jackets etc. that are walking billboards for the club. Quality merchandise that has subtle and well designed
logos or legends would be great.
24. didn't know we had a goodie store
25. Let the club give away stuff at some events.
26. Haven't seen it!
27. put something good in it......
28. There's always room for more goods at attractive club prices. Brian should be proud of what he's done.
29. Where is it?
30. It's a good idea, but I suspect, a lot of work. If possible, I would like to see more selection. Realistically, there is only
so much "stuff" that can be hauled around for us to look at and maybe that is the limiting factor. However, I do like the
opportunity to see items first hand rather than buying out of a catalog. Keep it if we can. Bryan does a good job.
31. limit number of items, lower prices to members. we don't need to make alot of money on this.
32. I really don't know much about it, so can't comment.
33. Don't know what the "Goodie Store" is. Please advise.
34. I don't know what this is.
35. Have not had the opportunity to check it out
36. I have not used it enough to provide any input positive or negative; but having a regional "store" makes sense and I
am willing to buy products to support the region.
37. You always want more for less money. It might not be able to be achieved, but cheaper pricing is great!
38. Make it more accessible
39. We might consider putting it online as well.
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Porsche Design Eyewear Show
EyeSite Opticians carries the Porsche Design Eyewear Collection, and is sponsoring
the Niagara Region PCA hospitality tent at the Vintage races at Watkins Glen in September.
On Saturday, May 9 from 11:00AM – 2:00PM, EyeSite is holding a Trunk Show featuring the entire Porsche Design Eyewear Collection.

•
•

FREE Porsche Design hat or umbrella with purchase.
Complimentary pizza and sodas served at lunchtime.

A $300 Porsche pen will be raffled off as a door prize, no purchase necessary.
EyeSite Opticians
2160 Penfield Road
NW Corner of Rts. 441 & 250
Penfield, NY 14526
585/377-7090
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Niagara Region Porsche Club of America

Is pleased to offer an exciting new event…

2009 Advanced/Solo Driver’s Education at Watkins Glen International
June 24 & 25
2 run groups
Over 5 hours of track time each day
Standard PCA DE protocols and passing rules apply
Open to advanced (solo) and instructor run group participants
$385 entry fee

Go to www.niagarapca.org to register on line!
Registration is open now!

The first fifty registered and paid entrants will receive a garage space at no additional cost
The number of participants is very limited so register early
If you are unsure if you qualify for admittance, contact our Chief Instructor, Rich DeAsis at dechiefinstructor@niagarapca.org
Car technical inspection MUST be done prior to the event (tech forms available on www.niagarapca.org)
Snell 2000 or higher helmet required
Roll bars required in Cabriolets
All makes of cars welcome (no SUV’s)
Acceptance e-mails will be sent about 6 weeks before the event
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Grand Am NJMP PCA Porsche Corral
May 2, & 3 Porsche owners will have a number of incredible behind the scenes Grand-Am Racing experiences at New Jersey Motorsports Park . For those who attended last years race, grass has been planted, the
dust is gone, and the Paddock will be less congested.
Premier viewing location in the paddock
Located at turn 1 and pit out
Located next to new bleachers
Located near restrooms and vendor areas
Located next to Victory Circle
Porsche only parking corral
Gate C access to the paddock to eliminate waiting at main gate
Hospitality tent with flat screen TV monitor
Special speaker programs including:
2009 Rolex 24 Winner Daytona Prototype driver David Donohue
2009 Rolex 24 Winner and Porsche GT team owner
Kevin Buckler
Additional drivers and owners yet to be determined
NJMP managed parade laps on Saturday
Conducted Paddock Tour and Tech Talk
Trolley tour of track to see viewing areas, garages and paddock
Exclusive prize drawings for:
Hot pit and race control tour
Piloti shoes
Grand-Am gear
NJMP items
PCA Long distance award
Three races on Saturday including a 2.5 hour KONI Challenge Race
Two races on Sunday including a 2.75 hour Rolex Series Race
Access to Victory Circle Celebration
Registration for drawings, parade laps, tours, and lunch will be at the PCA Corral. Participants must be registered and present to win. Parking in the PCA Corral will be for Porsche vehicles only. “For Sale” signs on cars
will not be permitted. Leaving your Porsche at home and driving a non Porsche, park elsewhere, come register,
and enjoy. This exciting opportunity is available for just $70.00. Tickets can only be ordered by calling the
NJMP Premium Guest Service Line at 856-327-7217. Reference the ticket code PCA. These tickets are
not available online.

For more information contact Botho von Bose Zone 1 Rep at bvonbose@lomltd.com or 416-509-6661 or Tom
Zaffarano Zone 2 Rep at tzaffarano@gmail.com or 610-644-7588.

This PCA Corral is sponsored by Grand-Am Road Racing, New Jersey Motorsports Park, and The Porsche
Club of America . The PCA Corral is managed by Porsche Club of America volunteers but all Porsche owners
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The Grand-Am NJMP PCA Porsche Corral

May 2, & 3 Porsche owners will have a number of incredible behind the scenes Grand-Am Racing experiences
at New Jersey Motorsports Park . For those who attended last years race, grass has been planted, the dust is gone,
and the Paddock will be less congested.
Premier viewing location in the paddock
Located at turn 1 and pit out
Located next to new bleachers
Located near restrooms and vendor areas
Located next to Victory Circle
Porsche only parking corral

David Donahue

Gate C access to the paddock to eliminate waiting at main gate
Hospitality tent with flat screen TV monitor
Special speaker programs including:
2009 Rolex 24 Winner Daytona Prototype driver David Donohue
2009 Rolex 24 Winner and Porsche GT team owner Kevin Buckler
Additional drivers and owners yet to be determined
NJMP managed parade laps on Saturday
Conducted Paddock Tour and Tech Talk
Trolley tour of track to see viewing areas, garages and paddock
Exclusive prize drawings for:
Hot pit and race control tour
Piloti shoes

Kevin Buckler

Grand-Am gear
NJMP items
PCA Long distance award
Three races on Saturday including a 2.5 hour KONI Challenge Race
Two races on Sunday including a 2.75 hour Rolex Series Race
Access to Victory Circle Celebration
Registration for drawings, parade laps, tours, and lunch will be at the PCA Corral. Participants must be registered and
present to win. Parking in the PCA Corral will be for Porsche vehicles only. “For Sale” signs on cars will not be permitted. Leaving your Porsche at home and driving a non Porsche, park elsewhere, come register, and enjoy. This exciting opportunity is available for just $70.00. Tickets can only be ordered by calling the NJMP Premium Guest Service Line at 856-327-7217. Reference the ticket code PCA. These tickets are not available online.

For more information contact Botho von Bose Zone 1 Rep at bvonbose@lomltd.com or 416-509-6661 or Tom Zaffarano Zone 2 Rep at tzaffarano@gmail.com or 610-644-7588.

This PCA Corral is sponsored by Grand-Am Road Racing, New Jersey Motorsports Park, and The Porsche Club of
America . The PCA Corral is managed by Porsche Club of America volunteers but all Porsche owners are welcome.
For the latest schedule information visit www.grand-am.com.
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Porsche 962

Porsche Le Mans Prototype
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Hidden Work Puzzle

Drive it like you stole it !!
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OF THE NIAGARA REGION
CLUB OF AMERICA

PORSCHE

www.niagarapca.com

Please support the businesses that
support us:

•

John Holtz Porsche

•

Autoplace Porsche

So, if you gonna
dream,Autoworks
dream
• Eksten
big.

•

Hawthorne’s

Rose
Garden
Bill Schicker•found
a seat
in a
GT.

•

Seneca Lodge

•

T-Shirt Express

•

Eyesite Opticians

•

Niagara Hobby

Look at that smile. Jane must
Towne
have had to •pry him
outMini
of there
with a crow bar.

